Selected Research Questions 1 . How can we identify goals in search query logs? 2. How can we represent search goals in a semi-formal goal graph? 3. How can we represent the search process as a traverse through the goal graph? 4. How can goals direct search behaviour? 5. Is there a difference between explicit and implicit intentional search queries, and how can it be identified? 6. How can we construct large scale goal graphs? 7 
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Example: AOL Search Database • many services and resources on the web already provide varying support for achieving goals • Users routinely translate high-level goals into specific search queries, tag concepts or classification terms yet • The web lacks explicit intentional (i.e. goal-oriented) structures Which makes it -hard for users to explore and express goals -difficult for technologies to discover, represent, comprehend and reason about users' goals -difficult for communities to share and discover goals -…
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Goals and Intentions
Goals are "desired states of affairs" Result of one of the projects conducted by "Knowledge Technologies" students C. Ruggenthaler und A. Haselsberger
Intentions
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In which principal ways can we modify search?
Query modification Our idea: Intentional query expansion focuses on query expansion exclusively from an intentional perspective:
-E.g. search for "wine crop" ->
• verbs: protect wine crop, increase wine crop, improve wine crop -E.g. search for "increase wine crop" ->
• means: fertilizer to increase wine crop, insecticides to increase wine crop • helps: winery be successful, harvest more wine • hurts: produce organic wine Support the user in formulating/refining/disambiguating/learning about his/her goals.
I) What is Intentional Query Expansion?
Definition:
What are intentional structures? 
Means-ends Contribution Links
Intentional query expansion is the incremental process of transforming a query into a new query based on intentional structures found in a given domain
In te n tio n a l q u e ry e xp a n si o n a s a g u id e d tr a v e rs a l o f g o a l g ra p h s [Kirsh 1990 ] defines as "trivial to identify" by a subject within a given attention span. • On a more practical level, this idealized definition is related to "better queries", or queries that have "more precise goals" (R. Baeza-Yates at the "Future of Web Search" workshop 2006, Barcelona).
Implicit intentional queries:
• A query, where it is difficult or extremely hard to elicit some specific goal from the intentional artifact. • Examples include blank queries, or queries such as "car" or "travel"
Why is this dinstinction important?
• Disambiguation • switching between explicit and implicit intentional queries • Narrowing the cognitive gap
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Different degrees of explicitness in search queries Examples: 43things.com (from #388 up to rank #15), ehow.com (from #64 up to #2), hgtv.com (from #97 up to #7), and medhelp.org (from #104 up to #16).
Experimental Classification
Results III 
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• We have two unequally distributed types of queries • Explicit and implicit intentional queries -Distinction: Explicit intentional queries contain verbs and thereby allow to more easily grasp the intentionality behind a query than implicit intentional queries -Example: "car shop" vs. "buy car", "sell car", "repair car" Idea I 
